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ABSTRACT

Pulse code modulation (PCM) involves transforming analog signals 

into a series of digitally coded pulses. The binary code is a widely 

used special case of the coding theoretically possible in a PCM system. 

One of the code structures used in binary coding is referred to as 

"bi-phase-level" or "split-phase". A technique used in generating a 

split-phase code utilizes the binary states "10" to represent a logic 

one and the binary states "01" to represent a logic zero. In a typical 

telemetry system the split-phase code is used to modulate the amplitude, 

phase, or frequency of a carrier.

This thesis provides an analytical determination of the ensemble

average autocorrelation and the power spectral density of a carrier which 

is amplitude-shift-keyed (ASK), phase-shift-keyed (PSK), or frequency- 

shift-keyed (FSK) by a split-phase code. These transmission characteristics 

are first obtained for "non-coherent" modulation of the carrier by the split

phase code, and then obtained for "coherent" modulation of the carrier by 

the split-phase code. It is then shown that the time average of the 

autocorrelation and spectral density functions for the coherent cases 

reduce to the corresponding autocorrelation and spectral density functions 

for the non-coherent cases.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the design of near optimal communications systems, it is 

necessary to determine as accurately as possible the transmission require

ments of each subsystem. In order to determine the requirements of each 

subsystem it is necessary to define the characteristics of the communi

cation signal. Some general characteristics of a communication signal 

might be its amplitude dynamic range, frequency spectrum, information rate, 

etc.

In data transmission the signal can usually be described only in a 

statistical manner. Some of the statistical characteristics of the signal 

might be its autocorrelation function, power spectral density, moments, 

etc.

This thesis develops the autocorrelation function and power spectral 

density for an amplitude-shift-keyed (ASK), phase-shift-keyed (PSK) or 

frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) system non-coherently modulated by a split

phase PCM code. The autocorrelation function and power spectral density are 

also developed for an ASK, PSK, or FSK system coherently modulated by a 

split-phase PCM code. It is then shown that the time averaged autocorrela

tion and spectral density functions for the coherent ASK, PSK, and FSK 

cases are identical to the corresponding autocorrelation and spectral 

density functions for the non-coherent cases.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The background material necessary for the development of the sta

tistical characteristics of ASK, PSK, and FSK systems where the modulation 

is a random PCM split-phase code is developed in this chapter.

I. PULSE CODE MODULATION

Pulse modulation exhibits many characteristics which make it partic

ularly applicable to communications systems. One of the most important of 

these characteristics is the ease with which many intelligence signals can be 

transmitted over a single link utilizing time division multiplexing. In 

time division multiplexing the intelligence channels are sampled sequen

tially with each sample sequentially occupying an allotted time slot. The 

sequential sampling is then repeated after the last designated intelligence 

signal has been sampled. The sampling must be rapid enough so that the 

signal amplitude of a particular intelligence channel does not change too 

much between sampling instants. Theoretical studies based on an idealized 

case have shown that no information is lost if the sampling rate is at least 

twice the highest frequency component in the sampled intelligence channel. 

Because physically realizable systems cannot attain the ideal system charac

teristics, and because of a desire for the elimination of unnecessarily com

plex circuitry, the sampling rate in a typical telemetry system is about five 

times the highest frequency component in the sampled intelligence channels^. 

This series of samples might then be used to modulate the amplitude, phase. 
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or frequency of a sinusoidal carrier. If the samples of the intelligence 

channels are used to modulate the amplitude of the sinusoidal carrier, the 

system is called a pulse amplitude modulation system (PAM), if the samples 

are used to modulate the phase of the sinusoidal carrier the system is

called pulse phase modulation (PPM)*,  and if the samples are used to modulate 

the frequency of the sinusoidal carrier the system is called pulse frequency 

modulation (PFM).

*This should not be confused with pulse position modulation (PPM) where 

the modulation varies the position of a pulse with respect to some 

reference.

The pulse modulation technique discussed to this point uses the 

samples of the intelligence channels to modulate the amplitude, phase, or 

frequency of the sinusoidal carrier. A very important pulse modulation 

technique which does not use the samples of the intelligence channels to 
o

directly modulate the carrier is called pulse code modulation (PCM) . PCM 

involves transforming the intelligence channels into a series of digitally 

encoded pulses. The first operation is to "sample" the intelligence channels 

as previously discussed. Next, the voltage amplitude of each sample is 

assigned to the nearest value of a set of predetermined discrete voltages. 

This process is known as "quantizing" and is equivalent to rounding off to 

the nearest whole number in mathematics. The error introduced in the 

quantizing process is called "quantization noise". The final step is to 

"encode" each discrete amplitude value into N-ary digital form. The PCM
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technique has the advantage of having only "N" discrete voltage levels to 

be recognized at the receiver. It is only necessary to determine which of 

the N possible voltage levels the received signal is closest to, and not the 

exact magnitude of the signal.

A binary code is a widely used special case of the encoding theoreti

cally possible in a PCM system. In the binary PCM code it is only necessary 

to recognize two discrete voltage levels at the receiver. As mentioned in 

the PCM N-ary system it is only necessary to determine which of the N possi

ble voltage levels the received signal is closest to, and not the exact 

magnitude of the signal. In the binary PCM system (N = 2) the minimum 

possible number of voltage levels needed to carry information is used. 

Therefore, it is only necessary to determine at the receiver which of the 

two possible binary voltage levels was transmitted. The binary PCM lends 

itself to detection by the integrate and dump detector, which is one form 

of the "matched filter" optimum detector for signals with a "white noise" 

background.

One of the code structures used in binary encoding is called "bi

phase-level" or "split-phase" coding. A technique used in generating a 

split-phase code utilizes the binary states "10" to represent a logic one 

and the binary states "01" to represent a logic zero. A characteristic of 

split-phase encoding is that at least one transition occurs during each bit 

period. Transmission of all logic ones or all logic zeroes results in two 

transitions per bit period, while alternating logic ones and logic zeroes 

result in the minimum one transition per bit period. The greater transi

tion density for a random PCM split-phase code usually allows more
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efficient bit synchronization to be maintained at the receiver. A segment 

of a random split-phase code is shown in Figure 1.

II. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE AUTOCORRELATION

In obtaining the statistical description of a random variable, it is 

necessary to determine the frequency of occurrence of a given outcome in a 

large number of experiments repeated under similar conditions. The relative 

frequency of occurrence can be determined by observing a large number of 

identical experiments simultaneously, or by observing the same experiment 

repeated in time succession. In the first method, referred to as the 

"ensemble" method, it is assumed that there are available a large number of 

identical experiments and that a set of instantaneous observations are made 

at the same instant of time. In the second method, referred to as the 

"extension-in-time" method, the samples are obtained from a single system 

over an extended period of time.

From the discussion to this point, two types of averaging can be
3 

determined. The first kind of average is the "ensemble average" and is 

defined as

(2.1) E[x] = x x p(x,t) dx

In general this average is a time dependent function. The second type of 

average is the "time average" and is defined as

T-x» 2T Jt dt(2.2)
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A random process is said to be "stationary" if all orders of the ensemble 

averages and all orders of the time averages are independent of the times 

at which the observations took place. A random variable is said to be 

"ergodic" if all orders of ensemble averages are equal to the corresponding 

order of time averages. A random process is said to be wide sense stationary 

if its expected value is a constant and if its autocorrelation is only a 

function of the time difference, ti - t2 = t, between samples and not the 

actual time of sampling.

It should be noted that the expected value of the random PCM split

phase signal, Figure 1, is zero.

(2.3) E[Vm(t)] = V E[m(t)] = 0.

Two types of autocorrelation functions corresponding to the two types 

of averages exist. The "ensemble average autocorrelation function" is 

defined as

(2.4) R(t,r) = E |f(t) f(t + t)| .

In the form of Equation 2.1 this becomes

(2.5) R(t,T) = fl fz P(fi> fzS t) dfx df2 .
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The "time average autocorrelation function" is defined as

(2.6) ^(t) = f(t) fVt + t)

and in the form of Equation 2.2

(2.7) S?(t) = f(t) f(t + t) dt

In order to appreciate the importance of the autocorrelation function, 

the physical meaning of the concept of the autocorrelation function is con

sidered. If the amplitude of a random variable at time t is very small, it 

is unlikely, for t sufficiently small, that at time t + t the random variable 

will have a large amplitude. But as t becomes larger the random variable 

might possibly have any possible amplitude. Therefore the autocorrelation 

function is an indication of the statistical relationship existing between 

two samples of the random variable at t and t + t. As t becomes sufficiently 

large, so that the two samples can be assumed to be statistically 

independent (S.I.), the mean value of the product becomes the product 

of the mean values.

(2.8) E[f(t) f(t + t)] = E[f(t)J E[f(t + t)] where S.I.

It should be observed that the autocorrelation function is an even function, 

if the process is wide sense stationary.
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The ensemble average autocorrelation function for a random PCM 

split-phase code, Figure 2,

(2.9) Rm(T) = V2E[m(t) m(t + t)]

4
has been found. Changing the nomenclature to that of this thesis the 

ensemble average autocorrelation function for a random PCM split-phase 

code is

!
0 t < -T

(t + T) -T<t<-1

^C- (3t + T) - "L <_ T <_ 0
I 2

(-3t + T) 0 <_ t £ J-

^U-T)
0 T < r

In the derivation of this result it was assumed that the process was at 

least wide sense stationary.
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III. POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

The power spectral density is defined as

(2.11) S(o)) = R (T)e’j“T dT

and by virture of the Fourier transform pair

(2.12)

*

R(t) = y- f S(a))e+jaiT da) .
^TT Jo,

The power spectral density, as the name implies, is a function describing 

the distribution of signal power as a function of frequency.

The power spectral density for the random PCM split-phase code

(2.13) Rm(T)e-Ja,T dT 
m'

5 
has been found

(2.14) Sm(a)) = VZT nr '

sin1*

and is pictorially represented by Figure 3.
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CHAPTER III

AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYING

An expression for a sinusoidal carrier amplitude modulated by a 

split-phase code is

(3.1) Sask^) = + sVm(t)]sinLct + e

where

A - carrier peak amplitude

6 - modulation index

V - voltage level of split-phase code

m(t) - split-phase code switching function (±1)

io - carrier angular frequency

e - initial phase of the carrier

I. NON-COHERENT MODULATION

For non-coherent amplitude modulation the carrier frequency, f , 

is not an integral multiple of the bit rate, fg, of the split-phase 

code

fc / Kfg K = integer

fTc f T
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This relationship between the carrier frequency and the bit rate of the 

split-phase code, requires that the initial phase of the carrier, 0, be 

considered a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 2it.

0^ - random variable uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 2tt

Figure 4 pictorially represents non-coherent ASK.

Autocorrelation Function

The ensemble average autocorrelation function for the non

coherent ASK signal is

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

RASKN^tl9T^ E ^SKN^^^ASKN^1 + T\

RASKN^tl,T^ = E[A(1 + 3Vm(t1 )| sin |ujct1 + 0J

A l + gVm(t! + t)|sinjui (tj + T) + oN
( ) I c

RASKN^tl,T^ A2Erjl + gVm(t1) 1 + pVm(ti + t)i

sin a)ct1 + oN sin ^(ti + t) + eN

Multiplying and expanding trigonometrically ^^(^i»T) becomes

(3.5) RASKN(ti>T) = y- Em + sVmttJ + BVmfti + t) + B2V2m(t1 )m(t! + T

cos u)ct + cosLc(2t1 + t) + 20^!
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Since the modulation process is non-coherent, the carrier and split

phase modulating signal can be assumed to be statistically independent.

Recognizing that the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum of the

expected values, RASKN(tl,T) becomes

(S.G) RASKN^tl,T^ = F"!1 + + ^VE^ti + t)J

+ g2V2E m(t1)m(t1 + t) HE cos o)ct 

+ E cos|ujc(2t1 + t) + 20^|

But it has previously been shown that

(2.3) = 0= E mCtj) = E m(t! +

and noting that the expected value of a sinusoidal with a random phase 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 2tt is equal to zero.

(3.7) eIcos a)c(2ti + t) + 26^1 = 0

Now 

(3.S) RASKN^tl,T^ " RASKn(t) = I1 + e2RM^TJRCarrier^T^ 

where

(2.9) Rm(t) = V2E[m(t1)m(t1 + t
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and

(3.9) / \ a2 r i a2^Carrier T * T" ELCOS “c’J = T cos “cT

The autocorrelation function, Rm(t), for the split-phase code,

Vm(t), changing the nomenclature to that of this thesis, is

/ 0 t <_ - T

- y- (t + T) - T £ t < - ^

1
^- (3t + T) - < t <_ 0

V2 T
y— (- 3t + T) 0 <_ t <_ 2"

T^(t-T) ^£t<T

0 t > T

where T is the inverse of the bit-rate (T = 7- ).
' tB /

Power Spectral Density

The non-coherent ASK autocorrelation function. Equation 3.8, can 

be written as

(s.w) raskn(t) “ raskn(t) + 62raskn^t^
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with a power spectral density

(3.11) SASKN^) SASKN^) + ^ASKN^

where S^SKN(u)) and S^SKN(a)) are the Fourier transforms of the first and

second terms respectively of Equation 3.10. The first term of Equation 

3.11 is the power spectral density of the carrier

(3-12) SASKN^^ ~ Jro RCarrier^T^e J'WTdT

(3.13) SASKN(a,) = T" f cos

But

(3.14)
i / • i r2^ / cos uxoeJuxdu = 6(x - x0) + 6(x + x0)

Making a change of variable and putting Equation 3.13 in the form of

Equation 3.14,

(3.15) SaSKN^) - A2it R/ .- —+ a)c) + 6(a) - “c)

The second term of Equation 3.11 can be obtained by realizing that 

the Fourier transform of the product of two autocorrelation functions is 

equivalent to the convolution of the two power spectra. Therefore

(3.16) SASKN^^ = * SCarrier
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where

(2.14) SM(o>) = f[rm(t)_

(3.17) SCarrier^^ SASKN^^ - ^2^" 6(io + ioc) + 6(a) - coc

Implementing Equation 3.16

(3.18) SASKN^^ ^^o^Carrier^ " a)o)duo

(3.19) saskn(“)

- a)0) + 6(co - io

(3.20) SASKN^^ 6 (co +

(3.21)
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Therefore, utilizing Equation 3.11, the power spectral density for the 

sinusoidal carrier non-coherently amplitude modulated by the split-phase 

code is

(3.22)

+
c

4
(a) + U)C)T 2

. 4 _

AWVr 's1ntt

2

Figure 5 pictorially represents SASKN(co) of Equation 3.22.

As observed from Equation 3.22 and Figure 5, the power spectral 

density for the non-coherent ASK signal consists of discrete carrier 

components, and sidebands resulting from the split-phase spectrum being 

translated to appear about plus and minus the carrier frequency. It 

should be noted that maximum sideband power occurs when the product gV 

equals one (eV = 1), which corresponds to "on-off" keying of the carrier 

by the split-phase code.

II. COHERENT MODULATION

For coherent amplitude modulation the carrier frequency, f , is 

an integral multiple of the bit rate, fg, of the split-phase code.

f = Kfg K = integer



FIGURE 5

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FOR NON-COHERENT ASK 
WITH SPLIT-PHASE CODE MODULATION
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This condition has the effect of making the e of Equation 3.1 a constant 

e = ec = constant

Figure 6 pictorially represents coherent ASK. It should be noted 

from Figure 6 that the minimum system bandwidth requirement occurs 

when 0C equals zero (ec = 0) or some integral multiple of tt (ec = Kir, 

K = integer). Under these conditions no instantaneous amplitude change 

is required when a transition occurs in the split-phase code. The 

system bandwidth requirement increases with increased ec from the 

minimum bandwidth conditions to a maximum when ec equals an odd integral 

multiple of (oc = Q p Q = odd integer), where the maximum possible 

instantaneous amplitude change is required.

Autocorrelation Function

The ensemble average autocorrelation function for the coherent

ASK signal is

(3.23) " E ^SKC^^^SKC^1 +

(3.24) RASKC(ti,T) = e[a{1 + BVmttjjsinju)^! + ec |

a|1 + BVmttx + T)|sin|a)c(t1 + t) + ec

(3.25) RASKC(ti,T) = A2e[{1 + gVm(ti)j|l + 3Vm(t! + t)[

sin to^ti + 0^ sin u)^(ti + t) + e 
c 1 c c 1 c

(3.26) RAsi<c(tl,T) = + + eVm(ti + T) + B2V2m(t1)m(t1 + r)j

sin w tx + 0Jsin ar(ti + t) + 0„
Cl c 1 c
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The random variables here are m(ti) and m(ti + t), and from the defini

tion of ensemble average autocorrelation function. Equation 2.5,

(3.27) RASKC(ti,T) = 

1 + BVmCtj) + gVm(ti + t) + g2V2m(t1)m(ti + T

sin o)c(tI + t) + ejp m(t1)m(t1 + t) dm(t1)dm(t2)sin ^ti + 0C

(3.28) RA$KC(ti,T) =

+ 6C sinLc(t1 + t) + 6c A2sin 0)^

p m(t1)m(t1 + t) dm(t1)dm(t1 + t)

m(ti + -r)p m(t1 + t) dm(t! + t

where

(3.29)

(3.30)

m(t! + T)p|m(t1 + t) dm(t! + t)
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But

(3.31) + T ) = 1

(3.32) = 0

= 0(3.33) / m(t1 + t)p m(t1 + t) dm(t1) = E m(t1 + t)

(3.34) Rm(t) = J m(t1)m(t1 + rip^tx )m(t1
+ t) dm(t1)dm(t1 + t)

Utilizing Equations 3.29 through 3.34,RAS|<c(t1 ,t) of Equation 3.28 

becomes

(3.35)
c

RASKc(tl,T) = A2L1 + e2VT) sin <J°ctl + 6 sin ^(tj + t) + oc

Noting that 

(3.36) RCarrier(tl,ir^ = A2sinhcti + 6C sinL(;(t1 + t) + ec

RAC|/r(ti,T) becomes 

(3.37) RASKC^tl,T^ " D + b2Vt). RCarrier^tl,T^

Time averaged autocorrelation function. The time averaged auto

correlation function for coherent ASK is

(3.38) RASKC(tl,T) "
T

RASKC^tl,T^dtl
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(3.39)

(3.40)

RASKC(tl,T)
= 7J [’ + s2RM(T)]RCarrier(tl’T

)dt1

fl + S2Rm(t)1 Z-T
RASKC(tl,T) = T / RCarrier ’T dtl

•'o

Before the integration is performed it should be noted that R
Carrier (ti »t)

can be trigonometrically changed to

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)
c c

Expanding the second term trigonometrically

1T

o

T

1 
T

A2 (
■s—{COS mt
2 ( C

<3-45> ’’Carrierlt-

RCarrier^tl

D
Carrier

D
Carrier

/
T
sin 2a)ct1dt1

cj““1

i rT
t/ RCarrier(tl,T)dti

•'o

cos 2u)ct1

2ti,c

sin 2a)ct1

2wc

______________ a 2 | i r t
(3.44) Rcarri-er(ti ,t) = 2~ < cos u)ct - y cos(u)ct + 2e) J cos 2a)ct1dt1

- COS 2m ti + O)^T + 26, c 1 c c

sin(a)cT + 26)

T

T rT ,
cos wcTdt1 - / cos 2a>ct1 + o)ct + 2ec dt

A2 J COS(a>cT + 26)
o \ COS U) T — “r2 1 C T

0
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1

But from the definition of the coherent ASK signal

K = integer0)

Utilizing this relationship

4itK -sin 0T 4ttK

Noting that

sin 4irK = 0 where K = integer

“c

sin(w t c

s i n (in c

(3.46) rT —
Carrier

A2 
2~ (cos

> = 2JLK 
c T

sin 2w T c
A2 
q— < COS u) t2 / C

+ 2e) , 
n--- =r--------- COS T -2u)cT L c

+ 2e) r

4< '

C0s(a)cT + 26) -
(3.47) Rr

’ Carrier

cos 4ttK - 1

cos(u)ct + 2e)

c

cos 4ttK = 1 where K = integer

The time averaged autocorrelation function for the carrier becomes

(3.48) RCamer(tl-T> = cos “cT

t3'49) RCarrier(tl,T) = RCarrier^T^

Thus, the time averaged autocorrelation function for the carrier with 

the constant phase ec is equal to the autocorrelation function of the 

carrier with a uniformly distributed random phase.
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The time averaged autocorrelation function of coherent ASK becomes

(3.50) RASKC(tl,T) D + e2RM^T^RCarrier^)

which is equal to the autocorrelation function for the non-coherent ASK 

signal.

(3.SI) RASKC^tl,T) = RASKn(t)

Power Spectral Density

The coherent ASK autocorrelation function. Equation 3.37 can be 

written as

(3.52) RASKC^tl,T^ RASKC^tl,T^ + ^ASKC^1 

with corresponding Fourier transforms

(3.53) FASKc(tl,a)) “ FASKC^tl,a)^ + ^ASKC^1

where (ti’u) and FASKC (ti.io) are the Fourier transforms of the first

and second terms respectively of Equation 3.52.

The Fourier transform of Equation 3.53 can be interpreted as a time 

varying power spectral density.

(3.54) SASKc(tl,u) ~ SASKC^tl,U)^ + ^ASKC^1

The first term of Equation 3.54 is the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function, Rr . (tlsT), Carrier' 11 '' of the carrier.

(3.55) RASKCSASKC^tl,U)) (ti ,j)e Ja)TdT
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(3.56) SASKC^tl*T^ = fm RCarrier(tl,T) e~Ja,TdT

The expression for RCarr1er(ti,t), Equation 3.41, is

(3.41) RASKc(tl,T) COS O)cT - COS 2tocti + CO T + 26 c c
a2f

■ 2 r

which can trigonometrically be reduced to

(3.57) RASKc(tl,T) c
a2fO- COS O)_T2 . C

- COS 2(a)ct1 + 6c)cos O)CT

+ sin 2(a)cti + 6c)sin <dct

Utilizing Equation 3.56, S^SKC is

(3.53) S^^ttLO.) = Ai y "cos Ve’ja)TdT

- cos
2(a)cti + 6C)J cos ^Te'j^dr

+ sin 2(a)cti + 6C) / sin wcxe jaiTdT
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Noting Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.15 and that

(3.59) sin ux eJUX du 
o

1
2j 8(X + XQ) - 6(X - XQ)

(3.60) S^S|<C (ti.w) =

A2 IT
2 6(a) + a)c) + 5(0) - wc) COS 2(o)ct1 + uc)

A2 7,
2j

6(a) + u)c) - 6(a) - toc) sin 2(a)ct1 + ec)

The second term of Equation 3.54 can be obtained by realizing 

that the Fourier transform of the product of two autocorrelation func

tions is equal to the convolution of the two power spectra.

(3.61) =  SCarrier^tl*

Implementing Equation 3.61

(3.62) S^gKc(ti >(i') - I ^[v|(wo) ^Cappjer^^,a) -
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(3.64) h _ cos 2(u)ct1 + 0C)

sin4
5 ( u)+(jdc-U)0 ) + 6 (a)-a)c-a)0) daj0

. A2V27rT
- J —7, sin

sin4
<S (a)+a) - mu ) - 6 ( ) daig

(3.65) SASKC(tlia,) = I1 " COS

(a)+ioc)T

r- ^plsin 2(„cti + ec)
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Substitution of Equation 3.60 and Equation 3.65 into Equation 3.54 

yeilds the expression for the time varying power spectral density of 

the coherent ASK case.

(3.66) .co) =

AVVM
2
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As observed from Equation 3.66, the power spectral density for 

the coherent ASK signal consists of discrete time varying carrier 

components, and time varying sidebands resulting from the split-phase 

spectrum being translated to appear about plus and minus the carrier 

frequency. The imaginary term appears because »T) 15 n°t an

even function of t . It should be noted that maximum sideband power 

occurs when the product BV equals one (gV = 1), which corresponds to 

"on-off" keying of the carrier by the split-phase code.

Time averaged power spectral density. It should be observed that 

the expression for the time varying power spectral density of coherent 

ASK when time averaged with respect to tj reduces to the expression for 

the power spectral density of non-coherent ASK, as follows. Note that

Equation 3.66 can be written as

(3.67) SASKc(tl,a)) = 1 - COS 2(a)^ti + Oj,) ^ASKN^)

- Q(u>) sin 2(a>ct1 + ©c)

Taking the average with respect to tj
____________ i rT

(3.68) ,UJ^ " T / SAS|<c(t1,a))dt1

z ( rl 3 /* T
(3.69) ^ASKC,ul' = ^ASKN^^ j T / ^t - y / cos 2(io^ti + 0(_)dti

- J I sin 2(d) ti + 0 ) dt
I Jo c c
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Expanding cos 2(uj ti + ec) and sin 2(o)ct1 + ec) trigonometrically

cos 2(a) tj + e ) = cos 2<Jj_t1 cos 2e -sin 20)1! sin 2e V V w V

sin 2(o) tx + e ) = sin 2w tj cos 2e + cos 2w tj sin 2e c c c c u **
(5.7°) S^^fti,0)) = SASKN(o)) f 1-1 cos 2ec p cos 2u)ct1dt1

+ y sin 2ec p sin 2a)ctidt1

•Z)

- j I cos 2e f sin 2o) t1dt1
T I C Jo C 1 1

(3.71) c

- J Q(o))cos

cos X

26c

26 c

- y cos 26

1

= s5 AS KN

y sin 26cos
2uj T c

1
2a)c

^SKC^1’1^

x
.0

- y s i n

xl2oi,cT

-0

2a) T
c +

0

+ sin 2ec P cos 2ioct1dt1

Jo

-r— sinC 2a)^L c

qI- sin x 
c L2coc J0
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(3.72) SaskC^1’^ = SASKN^^ V " 2ujcT C0S 26c s1n 2uJcT

t- sin 26 cos 2o) T - 1 - j Q(w)

2e 1 - cos 2a) T c c aTsin 29c s1n 2m T c

From the definition of coherent ASK

(3-74) S/^Ui.a)) " SASKN^)

Showing that the time average of the coherent ASK time varying power 

spectral density is equal to the power spectral density of non-coherent

ASK.



CHAPTER IV

PHASE SHIFT KEYING

An expression for a sinusoidal carrier, phase modulated by a 

split-phase code is

(4.1) epsK^) = A sin “c1 + 6 + SVm(t)

where

A - carrier peak amplitude

g - modulation index

V - voltage level of split phase code

m(t) - split-phase code switching function (±1)

w - carrier angular frequency

0 - initial phase of the carrier

Expanding Equation 4.1 trigonometrically

(4.2) ePSK^) = A S1’n(a,ct + e)cos @Vm(t) + cos(ioct + e)sin fVm(t)

(4.3) eps|<(t) = A sin(wct + o)cos BVm(t) + A cos(a)ct + e)sin BVm(t)

Noting that

then

cos ± x] = cos x 

sin [± x] = ± sin x

(4.4) eps|<(t) = A cos BV sin(u)ct + e) + A m(t) [sin Bv]cos(u)ct + e) 
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Since gV is a constant, the first term represents a discrete carrier 

component, and the second term represents double sideband suppressed- 

carrier modulation by the split-phase code.

I. NON-COHERENT MODULATION

For non-coherent phase modulation the carrier frequency, f , is 

not an integral multiple of the bit rate of the split-phase code.

fc / KfB K = integer

f Tc T T

This relationship between the carrier frequency and the bit rate of the 

split-phase code, requires that the initial phase of the carrier, e, be 

considered a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 2tt

0N - random variable uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 2it

Figure 7 pictorially represents non-coherent PSK.

Autocorrelation Function

The ensemble average autocorrelation function is

(4.5) RpSKN(ti,T) = E SpsKN^i^PSKN^1 + T^]

(4.6) RpsKN^i,T^ =

eQa cos gV sin(wct1 + e^) + A sin gVm(t!)cos(a)ct1 + 0^

^A cos gV sin(a)c(t1 + t) + 0^)

+ A sin gVm(tT + T)cos(a)c(t1 + r) + 6^)^



Non-Coherent PSK 
fc KfB’ K = 1‘nte9er

Logic One -------------- ----------- Logic One Logic Zero

h— t —*
Split-Phase Code

FIGURE 7

NON-COHERENT PSK WITH SPLIT-PHASE 
CODE MODULATION

CO 
00
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Noting that the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum of the 

expected values, and that since the carrier and modulation are non

coherent, the expected value of the product is equal to the product of 

the expected values.

(4.7) »T) ~

A2 cos2

A2

A2

A2 ++ 0N)cos ja)c(t

6N)cos ja)c(t1 + t) + eN

+ eN

sin2 gVE m(t1)m(ti + T

uJcti + 9N)sin j^Ctj +

sin eV cos bVE m(t1 + t) E sin(wrt1 + 
L L C

sin gV cos bVE m(t1) E sin co (tj

Expanding trigonometrically

(4.8) RpSKN(ti»T) =

-—2°S-^ j[E cos loct - E cos|wc(2t1 + r) + 2eN

A2+ -g- sin BV cos + E sin ujct

BVE m(t! + t) (E sinA2+ 2~ sin BV cos

in2sin2 BVE|m(t1)m(t1 + t- El sin o)ct ? +

Elcos!a)cT + COS U)c(2ti + t) + 26^
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Again, recognizing that the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum

of the expected values, and noting that

(3.9) ^Carrier^1^ A2 T 1 A2
= 2~" E cos <joct = 2* - c°s <ncT

(2.9)

(2.3)

Rm(t) = V2E^m(t1)m(t1 + t)J

E m(t) = E m(t!) = E m^ + t) = 0

E cos a)c(2t1 + T) + 2o = E sin a)c(2t1 + t) + 20 = 0

The expected value of a sinusoid with uniformly distributed random phase 

is zero. Therefore

(4.9) RpSKN(ti,T) = Rpsk(t) " cos2 eVRCarr.er(T) + S1^ bV RM(T)RCarr1er(T)

Power Spectral Density

The non-coherent PSK autocorrelation function. Equation 4.9, can 

be written as

(4.io) rpskn(t) = cos2 bVRPSKN^t^ + V2 rpskn(t)

with corresponding power spectral density

(4-H) SPSKN^^ = COs2 eVSPSKN^^ + V2 SpSKN^ 
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where SpsKN^) and SPSKN^a)^ are the Fouri‘er transforms of the first and 

second terms respectively of Equation 4.10.

(4.12) S^SKN(a)) - RpSKN(T)e Ja>TdT = jT RCarrier^T^e J"U)TdT

This integral has been evaluated previously, Equation 3.12, and found to

be, from Equation 3.15,

(4.13) SpSKN^) = + + 6^a) "

The second term of Equation 4.11 can be obtained by noting that 

the Fourier transform of the product of two autocorrelation functions is 

equivalent to the convolution of the two power spectra.

(4.14) SPSKN^) =  SCarrier^)*

This convolution has been previously implemented. Equation 3.16, and

found to be, from Equation 3.21,

(4.15) SpSKN^ A2V2ttT
2 2
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Utilizing Equation 4.11, the power spectral density for the sinusoidal

carrier non-coherently phase modulated by the split-phase code is

(4-,6) SPSKN<") A2ir
2

O)c) + 6(a)

+ A2e2nT
2

COS2 gV 6(a) +

u)c)T'

FF
Figure 8 pictorially represents the power spectral density

for the non-coherent PSK case.

In general, as observed from Equation 4.16 and Figure 8, the 

power spectral density for the non-coherent PSK signal consists of dis

crete carrier components, and sidebands resulting from the split-phase 

spectrum being translated to appear about plus or minus the carrier 

frequency. It should be noted that as the sideband power is maximized, 

the carrier components tend to vanish, and indeed at gV = Q 

Q = odd integer, the carrier does vanish and the sideband power is a 

maximum.

II. COHERENT MODULATION

For coherent phase modulation the carrier frequency, f , is an 

integral multiple of the split-phase code bit rate, fg.

c = KfB

K 
c “ T

K = integer



FIGURE 8

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FOR NON-COHERENT PSK 
WITH SPLIT-PHASE CODE MOUDLATION
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This condition has the effect of making the 6 of Equation 3.1 a constant

e = ec = constant

Figure 9 pictorially represents coherent PSK. It should be noted from

Figure 9 that the minimum system bandwidth requirement occurs when ec 

equals zero (ec = 0) or some integral multiple of ir (ec = Ku,

K = integer). Under these conditions no instantaneous amplitude change 

is required when a transition occurs in the split-phase code. The system 

bandwidth requirement increases with increased ec from the minimum band

width conditions to a maximum when ec equals an odd integral multiple of

(6C = Q Q = odd integer), where the maximum possible instantaneous 

amplitude change is required.

Autocorrelation Function

The ensemble average autocorrelation function for coherent PSK is

(4.17) RpSKC^tl,T^ = E[ePSKC^tl^ePSKC^tl + T^]

Utilizing Equation 4.4 with e = ec

(4.18) RpSKC(ti,T) =

E^A cos eV sin(ci>ct1 + 6C) + A sin gVm(t!)cos(a)ct1 + ec)

A cos BV sinL (ti + t) + 6
( c C)

+ A sin gVm(ti + T)cosLc(t1 + t) + 6c H



Coherent PSK 
f = Kfg, K = integer

IUUA/Vuu;i;i;VR;H
-IHec

I---------- Logic One ---------- 1----------- Logic One------------ 1-----------Logic Zero ----------------- 1

0

Split-Phase Code

FIGURE 9

COHERENT PSK WITH SPLIT-PHASE 
CODE MODULATION
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(4.19) RpsKC(ti,T) =

E^A2 cos2 BV sin(o)cti + 0c)sin^c(ti + t) + 9c

+ A2 sin 9V cos BVm(ti)cos(tucti + 6c)sinla,c(ti + T) + ec

A2+ cos BV sin BVm(ti + T)sin(wcti + e^cos + T)

+ A2 sin2 gVm(t1)m(t1 + T)cos(wct1 + ejcos w (ti + t) +

The random variables here are m(t1) and m(t1 + t), and from the defini

tion of ensemble average autocorrelation function. Equation 2.5.

(4.20) Rp£^q(Ti,t) =

p m(ti)m(t1 + T)jdm(ti)dm(ti + t)

+

mUJp mUi) dm(ti)

++
c

m(ti + t)p m(ti + t) dm(ti + t)

L c c.

m(t1)m(t1 + t)p m(ti)m(ti + t) dm(ti)dm(ti + t)

+ A2 sin BV cos BV sin(wct1

+ A2 sin gV cos bV cos(a)cti

+ A2 sin2 0i/ cos(a)cti + 0c)cos 

6c

A2 cos2 BV sin(a)ct1 + ec)sinL(t1 + t) + ec 

®c)cos ^(ti + t)
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where

)Jdmft! )dm(t1 + t)mCtj

m(ti )p m(ti )Jdm(t1)

i + i

But

(3.32) = 0

(3.33) = 0

(4.21) x + t)p m(t1)m(t1 + t) dm(t1)dm(t1 + T)

+ t)I dm(t] + t)

rnttj + x)p m(t1 + t) dm(t1) = £101(1! + t

IT

V2

(3.29)

(3.31)
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through Equation 3.33, and Equation 4.21,Utilizing Equation 3.29

4.20 becomes

(4.22) c

cos(a)rt1 + 0 )cosL)r(t1 + t) + o 1rm(t) 
S*  k# s*  w I I I

Noting that

(3.36)

(4.23)

quadrature

(4.24)

Time Averaged Autocorrelation Function

time averaged autocorrelation function for coherent PSK isThe

(4.25)

(4.26)

cos2 eV sin(u)ct1 + ec)sin

RPSKC

rpskc

sinLc(t1 + t) + 0C

R -r q-Carrier

Carrier = A2S7nluict1 + ec

0)-ti + 6
C 1 C

where Rq_carrjer(ti»T) ls the autocorrelation function for the 

component of the carrier. Then RpsKc(ti»T) becomes

RPSKc(tl,T) = cos2 eVRCarrier

6c

RPSKC^tl,T^ ~ A2

RpSKc(tl,T) of Equation

COS 0)

T J *VsKC ,T)dtl

cos2 SV/ RcarHer(ti’T)dti
*,o

Sinv26 VT)/*  Rq-Carrier^tl,T^dtl 

v •'o

sin2 eV n / \n
y2 rT ' q-Carrier

A2 sin2 eV

V2
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The first integral has previously been evaluated

(3-42) ^arrier^1 ,T^ TJ ^arrier^1 ’T)dti

•'o

and found to be, from Equation 3.48 and Equation 3.49

___________ . , fl 2
O.M) RCarrier(tl-T) = T cos V

(3-49) RCarrier^1,T^ ' RCarrier^^

Similarly, the time average of the autocorrelation function of the

quadrature component Rq.carrier^ 1,T^ is

________________ i /-T
^q-Carrier^1 ,T^ l/ %-Carrierdtl

o

(4.28) Rq.Carr1er(ti'T> = T cos “cT

(4-29) ^q-Carrier^1 ’T^ " ^Carrier^)

Substitution of Equation 3.49 and Equation 4.29 into Equation 4.26

yeilds the time averaged autocorrelation function of the coherent PSK

(4.30) RpSKC(ti,T) = cos2 BVRCarrier(T) + RM^T^RCarrier^T^

which is equal to the autocorrelation function for the non-coherent 

PSK signal.

(4.31) RPSKc(tl,T) = RPSKn(t)
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Power Spectral Density

The coherent PSK autocorrelation function, Equation 4.24, can be 

written as

with corresponding Fourier transforms

Equation 4.33 can be interpreted as a time varying power spectral density

(4.32) RpsKC^tl,T^ = cos2 3VRPSKC^tl,'r^ 

(4.33) FpsKc(tl’T) = Cos2 eVFPSKC^tl 

where FpsKC^1’00^ anc* FpsKC^1^^ are the Four"’er transforms of the first 

and second terms respectively of Equation 4.33. The Fourier transform of

sin2 gV pu ,.
v2 ^PSKC^1

sin2 gV r„ /. x
— FPSKCttlia,)

(4.34) = cos2 BVSpSKC(t1 ,u)) + ' SpSKC(t1,u))

The first term of Equation 4.33 is the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function, ^arrier^1 t^ie carrier

(4.35) SpsKf/^i,U)) = / Rpci/r (^1 ,T)e
^■co r OixU

This integral has been previously evaluated. Equation 3.56, and found to

be, from Equation 3.60,

(4.36) Spg|^Q(tj ,u)) = ^^"^(a) + u)c) + 6(a) - - cos 2(cocti + 6cfj

- J sin 2(a)ct1 + 0c) Fsto) + U)c) - 6(a) - ioc)
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S"pSKC^ti’a)) of Equation 4.34 can be obtained by noting that the

Fourier transform of the product of two autocorrelation functions is 

equal to the convolution of the two power spectra.

(4.3?) = SM^ * Sq-Carrier

Obtaining an expression for Sq_carrjer(t1»a)) >

‘4-38> Vcarrierlti’-) ^-Carrie/1!-’’ dT

Utilizing Equation 4.23,

(4'39) Sq-Carrier = A2/oi cos (“cS + 9c|c0s K(ti+T> +0cle'J“T dT

Expanding trigonometrically 
A2 /* ”( r

(4-40) Sq-Carrier(ti’a,) = T J cos Vi + V + 2ec 
” •/■co

+ cos wile J101 di 
c f

A 2 /*  00
(4.41) Sr (t ,(d) = -75- I cos co t e J1111 di
x ' q-Carrierx 1’ ' 2 / c” V—00

cos [ 2(coct1A2
2 e di
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Noting Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.1^ the first integral of Equation 4.41 

can be obtained. Expanding the second integral trigonometrically

(4. 42) Sq-carrier^i*  U)) ~ + “c^ + 6^u) " “c^

+ J*̂ cos 2(u,cti + 6C) cos

(4.43) Sq-carrier(t i» co) - [6(a) + wc) + 6(a) - a)c)]

+ y- cos 2(a)ct1 + ec)J cos o)ct e"^1 dr

- y- sin 2(a)ct± + ec) / sin loct e"Ja)T di

Again noting Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.15, and using the identity 

of Equation 3.59,

(4.44) Sq_carr-jer(ti»U)) = ^y" [6(w + wc) + 5(<>  - ^c)]*

[1 + cos 2(o)ctI + ec)]

- j yy- Sin 2(o)ct1 + 0C) 6(a) + o)c) - 6(a) - o)c)

Now implementing Equation 4.37

(4.37) SjJSKC(t1, 0)) SM(a>)  sq_Carr1er(ti, oi)*
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(4.45) SpsKC^1’ =y SM^o^ Sq-Camer^tl,U) ~ ^o) d“*

(4.46) SPSKC^t1’ LU )
o'

+ 6(a) - to,
C

a)0)? jl + COS 2(0)^! + 6 )1
Cj

(4.47)

6(u) + ioc 0)o) + 6(a) - 0)c - UJO) da)0

6(a) + w - a)o) - 6(a) - a)c - a)0) da)o
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(4.48) Sj;SKC(t1>u) = 1 + COS 2(0)^! + oc)

- jJ 2 sin 2(a)ct1 + 0C)

V2T

Substitution of Equation 4.36 and Equation 4.48 into Equation 4.34 

yields the expression for the time varying power spectral density 

of the coherent PSK case.
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(4.49) Sps^tLU,) = C0S2gVj 6(u) + u)c) + 6(a) - u)c)

1 - COS 2(toct1 + ec) - j sin 2(ioct1 + ec) 6(a) + coc) - 6(

- j sin 2(u)ct1 + ec)

In general, as observed from Equation 4.49 the power spectral 

density for the coherent PSK signal consists of discrete time varying 

carrier components, and time varying sidebands resulting from the 

split-phase spectrum being translated to appear about plus or minus 

the carrier frequency. The imaginary term appears because Rpg^ 

is not an even function of t. It should be observed that as the sideband 

power is maximized the carrier components tend to vanish, and indeed 

at gV = Q tt/2, Q = odd integer, the carrier does vanish and the 

sideband power is a maximum.

Time averaged power spectral density. It should be observed 

that the expression for the time varying power spectral density of 

coherent PSK when time averaged with respect to tx reduces to the 

expression for the power spectral density of non-coherent PSK, as follows.
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Inserting spSKN(w) and taking the time average with respect to tj

(4.50) Sps|<c(t1,^r = Sps|<N(u)) - cos2eV

<5(cd + o)c) + 6(a> 2(u,ctl + ec^dtl

4

c sin4
- J

2 0

in Equation 3.69 through

+ 6(u) -

(u) + ojc)T

__ c
4

c
4

/•T

sin 2(u)ct1 + e(.)dt1

U)
C

^Tcos 2(wct1 + 6c)dt1 

0

/ cos 2(u)ct1 + 6c)dt1 

0

Noting the evaluation of the above integrals

Equation 3.74,

(4.53) ^pskq(5W) = “2^“|cos2 pV 6(id + a)^,)

- 6(a) - a)c

sin4AWLrs1n2 gV'
sin4

(u) + a)c)T 2

+ sin 2gV

sin4

+

c' 
4____ :

(u) + wc)T 2 

: 4 .

sin4 
+ — 

(co + (OC)T )2 ( (co
-------4------- 1 ~

- cuc)T|2
-2[

sin4
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A comparison of Equation 4.53 with Equation 4.16 yields

(4'54) $PSKC(t”1U)T = SpSKN(a))

Showing that the time average of the coherent PSK time varying power 

spectral density is equal to the power spectral density of non-coherent 

PSK.



CHAPTER V

FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING

The case of a sinusoidal carrier frequency modulated by a split

phase code is equivalent to switching between two oscillators separated 

in frequency. When the split phase code assumes a +V voltage level, the 

modulated signal will be of the form

(5.1) eFSK^t^ = A + 91) 

where

wj - oscillator angular frequency

e1 - oscillator initial phase angle

and when the modulation assumes a -V voltage level, the output signal 

will be of the form

(5.2) epg^(t) - A cos((1)2t + 62)

where

o)2 - oscillator angular frequency

02 - oscillator initial phase angle

Physically, the FSK case consists of gating the first oscillator on and 

the second oscillator off when the split-phase code assumes a +V voltage 

level and gating the first oscillator off and the second oscillator on 

when the split-phase code assumes a -V voltage level. One schene which
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will allow this switching pattern to be accomplished requires that the 

split-phase code and its inverse be converted into unipolar codes. 

Figure 10.

The split-phase code can be expressed as

(5.3) em(t) = Vm(t)

where

m(t) = ±1 is the split-phase switching function

the inverse of the split-phase code can be expressed as

(5.4) e'm(t) = Vm'(t)

where

m'(t) = =F1 is the inverse of the split-phase 
switching function.

The unipolar modulation can be expressed as

(5.5) em/1) = ^(^

where

(t) = ranc*om  unipolar gating function 
| 0 corresponding to split-phase code

and

(5.6) em;(t) = ml(t)V 

where

m{(t)
0 when m^t) = +1
1 when mjft) = 0



FIGURE 10

A METHOD OF GENERATING AN FSK SIGNAL WHEN 
THE MODULATION IS A SPLIT-PHASE CODE p.60



I. NON-COHERENT MODULATION

For non-coherent FSK the two oscillator frequencies fi and f2 

are not integral multiples of the split-phase code bit rate fD D

fi / Kfg K = integer

f i

and

f2 + Dfg D = integer

f2 f f

where

D / K

These relationships between the two oscillator frequencies and the 

split-phase code bit rate require that the initial phase angles of the 

two oscillators be considered as random variables uniformly distributed 

between 0 and 2tt.

0! - random variable uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 2ir.

62 - random variable uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 2-n.

Figure 11 pictorially represents non-coherent FSK.

As observed from Figure 11, the output signal from the first 

multiplier is

(5.7) eOi(t) = Aem (t) costaiit + 6!).



Logic One Logic One Logic Zero

Non-Coherent FSK

Split-Phase Code

FIGURE 11

A NON-COHERENT FSK SIGNAL WITH 
SPLIT-PHASE CODE MODULATION



(5.8)
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eoi(t) = AVm^t) cos (id^ + 62)

and the output signal from the second multiplier is

(5.9) eo2(t) = Ae^(t) cos (w2t + 02)

(5.10) e02(t) = AVmi(t) cos (a)2t + e2)

The complete output signal is given by the sum of e01(t) and e02(t)

(5.11) eFSKN^^ "" ®0i(t) "■  6o2(t)*

(5."12) eFSKN^^ = cos + 61)

+ mi(t) cos (a)2t + e2)]

Equation 5.12 is the expression for the non-coherent FSK signal.

Autocorrelation Function

The autocorrelation function of the non-coherent FSK signal is

(5.13) RpsKN^1* = E[eFSKN^t^ eFSKN^t;i + T)]

(S-14) RfskN^1* = E[{AVtmi(ti) costa)^! + 62)

+ m2(t2) COS(co2t2 + 02)]|

^AV[m2(t2 + t) cos{io1(t1 + t) + 02}

+ m2(t2 + t) cos]a)2(t2 + t) + e2}]
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(5.15) RpSKN(ti» T) = A2V2E|m1(t1) + t)

cos(ti)1t1 +6 1) cos|w1(ti + t) + 6 J

+ m'^ti) mi(ti + t)

C0s((n2ti + 62) COs|a)i(ti + t) + 6 !|

+ iriiCti) + t)

COsCiOitx +0 1) cos{w2(ti + t) + 02|

+ mi(ti) mi(ti + t) 

cos(aj2ti + e2) cos{io2(ti + t) + 62|j

Noting that the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum of the 

expected values, Rps^(ti» t) can be written

(5.16) RFSKN(ti, t) = A2V2{E[mi(ti) mi(ti + t)]

E[cos(a)iti + 61) cos{a)i(ti + t) + 61}]

+ E[mi(ti) mi(ti + t)]

E[cos(u)2ti + 02)] E[cos{u) 1 (11 + t) + 0i}]

+ E[mi(ti) m'i(ti + t)]

E[cos(a)iti + 01)] E[cos{u)2(ti + t) + 02} ]

+ E[m‘i(ti) ml(ti + t)]

E[cos(u)2ti + 02) cos{a)2(ti + t) + 02}]| 

where the fact that the two oscillators and the unipolar gating 

function are statistically independent of each other has been 

utilized.
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Noting that the ensemble average of a sinusoid with random 

phase is zero

(5.17) E[cos(a)2t1 + 62)] = EEcostwitj + Oi)]

= E[cos {aj2(t 1 + t) + e2}]

= EEcosjaj^tj + t) + Oi}] = 0

and utilizing the fact that

(5.18) Rmi(T) = mi(ti +

(5.19) R^(t) = V^Lm^tJ rn'^tx + t)]

(5.2°) RFSKN(ti, t) = A2{Rmi(T) EEcostajiti + Qi)

cosjtu^t! + t) + 0!}]

+ Rm'^) E[cos(a)2t1 + 62) 

COS {^(t! + t) + ©20}

Expanding the cosine products trigonometrically

(5.21) cos(witi + 6!) COsjuoxUi + t) + 61}

= l/2[C0Sa)jT + COs|coi(2ti + t) + 20i^]

(5.22) cos(u)2ti + 62) cos]a)2(ti + t) + 62}

= l/2[cOSa)2T + cosjw2(2t1 + t) + 262}]

Noting again that the ensemble average of a sinusoid with random 

phase is zero

(5.23) E[cos{a)1(2t1 + t) + 20J]

= E[cos|a)2(2ti + t) + 262}] = 0
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(5.24) RpSKN^1’ ~ RFSKn(t)

Rmi(T) Rcarrier(l)(T) + Rmi^T^ Rcarrier(2) 

where

(5‘25) Rcarrier(l)(T) =r-cos“iT

<5-26’ VrierlZlW - £ cos.o2t

But it can be shown that

(=-27) 

u2 1
(5.26) RFSkN(t) = tT Rcarrier(l)(T) + 4 Rn/T) Rcamer(l)(T)

V2 1+ 4~" Rcarrier(2)(T) + 4" Rn/T) Rcarrier(2)

Power Spectral Density

The non-coherent FSK autocorrelation function. Equation 5.28, 

can be written as

V2 1
(5.29) Rfskn(t) = 4- Rcarrier(l)(T) + 4 RFSKN^t^

+ 4" Rcarrier(2/T) + T RFSKN^T^

with corresponding power spectral density

V2 1
(5.30) SFSKN(a)) = 4- Scarr1er^(a)) + 4SFSKN^)

V2 1
+ 4“ Scarrier(l)^) + 4 SFSKN^^
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SFSKN^^ and SFSKN (ui) can be evaluated by recognizing that the product

of two autocorrelation functions is equivalent to the convolution of 

the two corresponding power spectra.

FSKIT ' M' ' carrier(ir '

(5-32) SFSKN^) = * Scarrier(2)^)

To evaluate Equation 5.31 and Equation 5.32 it is necessary to 

have the expressions for SM(a>), scarrier(l)^^ * and Scarrier(2)^^ 

Noting Equation 3.12 and its results, Equation 3.15

(5.33) Scarrier(l)(“) = + + 6^a) " a)1^

(5.34) Scar-riprf2^aj) = + “1^ +
Lar r i er ) c.

Noting that 5^(0)) is

(2.15) SM(a>) = V2T

"sin-(^) "

/a)T\2
- \ 4/ -

Noting Equation 3.16 and its results. Equation 3.21

(5.35) sfskn(“)
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(5.36) SFSKN^^
A2V27TT

2 (a) - 0)2)7 2

Utilizing Equation 5.30

(5.37) = '"'"g"11 f6(“ + “1) + 6(a) ~ ^i)]

4. a2v2^t
8

[6(a) + 0)2) + 6(u) - 0)2)], A2V21T
8

. A2V27rT
8 (o) + 0)2)7 2

7he power spectral density for non-coherent FSK, Equation 5.37, 

is pictorially represented in Figure 12. 7he similiarity between 

non-coherent FSK and non-coherent ASK should be observed. Intuitively 

this similiarity results from the fact that the non-coherent FSK was 

shown to be the sum of two "on-off" keyed carriers of different 

frequency.



(EVEN)

M SFSKN (a>)

FIGURE 12

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF NON-COHERENT FSK 
WITH SPLIT-PHASE CODE MODULATION p.69
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II. COHERENT MODULATION

For coherent FSK the two oscillator frequencies fj and f2 are 

integral multiples of the split-phase code bit rate fg

fx = Kfg K = integer

f
T 

and

f2 = Dfg D = integer

ff2 T 

where

D / K

These relationships between the two oscillator frequencies and the 

split phase code bit rate make the initial phase angles of the two 

oscillators constants.

e i = 0ic = constant

q2 = e2C = constant

Figure 13 pictorially represents coherent FSK.

It should be observed that the minimum system bandwidth 

requirement occurs when the initial phase angles 0 iC and 02C are 

equal to zero or some integral multiple of ir. The system bandwidth 

requirement increases as either 0 lc or 02c increases toward an odd 

integral multiple of tt/2 (Q tt/2, Q = odd integer) and reaches a 

maximum when 01C and 02C are odd multiples of tt/2 and opposite in 

sign (01C = ir/2, 02C = 3 ir/2 = -ir/2).



Split-Phase Code

FIGURE 13

A COHERENT FSK SIGNAL WITH SPLIT-PHASE 
CODE MODULATION
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The output signal from the first multiplier of Figure 10 is

(5.38) eOi(t) = Aem (t) cos (oi^ + 01(J

(5.39) e01(t) = AVmJt) cos (wxt + ei(.)

and the output signal from the second multiplier is

(5.40) eo2(t) = Ae^(t) cos (u)2t + 02C)

(5.41) e02(t) =AVm{(t) cos (u)2t + 62C)

the complete output signal is the sum of e01(t) and e02(t)

(5.42) eFSKC^t^ = eoi(t) + e02(t)

(5.43) eFS|<c(t) = AVEm^t) 005(0)^ + 0ic) + m^(t) cos(a)2t + 02C)]

Equation 5.43 is the expression for the coherent FSK signal.

Autocorrelation Function

The autocorrelation function of the coherent FSK signal

(5.44) RFSKC^tl* E^eFSKC^t1^ eFSKC^tl +

(5.45) RpsKC^1* T) = E !AVEmi(t1) costuj^! + e^)

+ m'^ti) cosE^ti + 02C)]|

|AV£m1(t1 + t) cosjai^t! + T) + oic(

+ m'^tj + t) cos{u)2(ti + t) + 92C}]j]

(5.46)
2 2 r f

^FSKC^11 T) = V E^m! (ti )m! (ti + t) cos(a)it1 + 01C) 

cosjco^ti + t) + 61C| + m^tjm^t! +t) 

cos(w2t1 + 02c) cos'wjt! + t) + 0lcj 

+ m1(t1)rn{(t1 + t) cos(a)1t1 + 01C) 

cos{u)2(t1 + t) + 02cj + m^tjm^t! + t) 

COs(u)2t1 + 02c) COS*0) 2(t1 + t) + 02cj
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Noting that the expected value of a sum is equal to the sum of the

expected values RCCL/r r u l\v (tlsT) can be written

(5.47) RFSKC^tl,T^ ' A2V2 cos(u)1t1+eiC) cos^Jti+Tj+s^

mi(t1)m1(t1+T)p[m1(t1)m1(t1+T)]dm1(t1)dm1(t1+T)

ml(t1)m1(t1+T)p[mi(t1)m1(t1+T)]dm^(t1)dm1(t1+T)

+ cos

m1(t1)m^(t1+T)p[m1(t1)m^(t1+T)] dm^tJdm^ti+T)

n
oo

m^tJm^t^TjpJm^tJmKt^T)] dm^t^dm^(t^i)

where the random variables are m^ti), m^t^x), m^tx), and m^t^x).
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(5.4S) RFSKC(ti,T) - + A2 W " I Rm(T)i

cos(a)2ti+e2C) COS a>1(t1+T)+0lc + cos(a)1t1+0ic) COS a)2(ti+T)+02c

+ Rcamer(2)(ti!T,Rm!|T)

where V2E mKtJmJti+T) = V2E[m1(t1)nii(t1+T)] = - Rm(T)

(5.18) Rmi(T) = V2E[m1(t1)ni1(t1+T)]

(5.19) Rm|(T) = V^lmUtJmKti+T)]

(5'49) Carrier = A2cos(a)1t1+©lc) cosj a>1(t1+T)+0lc

(5.50) Rcarrier ,T) - A2cos (a)2t1+0^c)

Substituting the expression for Rml(T) and Rmi(T), Equation 5.27,

(5-27>
RFSKc(tl,T) becomes

2C

(5.51) 4 Rcarrier(i) ,T^ + 4 Rn/T)Rcarrier(i) ^t:L ,T^

V2 1 (\/2 1
+ “4 Rcarrier(2)^tl,T^ + 4 Rm^T^Rcarrier(2),T^ + A2)T " 4 Rm^T^
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Time averaged autocorrelation function. The time averaged auto

correlation function for coherent FSK is

(5.52)

(5.53) RFSKC^tl,T^ ~

dtjic

dti

Noting Equation 3.42

fT
+ I

•T)
C0S(a)1t1+©ic)c0S a)2(t1+T)+02C

l0 Rcarrier(i)^tl,T^ dtlV2 .
T+ ~T

V2 . 
4 4

RFSKC^tl ’T) T J RFSKC^tl,T^ dtl

ft i Ht 4. A2 V2 1 D 
carrier®^1 ,T' aL1 T 4 " 4 Km

(3.42) Rcarrier^tl,T) T fQ ^arrier^1 ,T^ dtl 

and its results Equation 3.48

(5.48) Rcarrier^tl,T^ 2 cos wcT

utilizing these results

(5.54) Rcarrier(i)ltl,T) = T cos W1T

^•55) Rcarrier(i)^tl ,T^ Rcarrier (i/T)
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------------------ 7--------v A2Rcarrier(2)^tl ,T^ = T cos a)2'r

Rcarrier(2)^1 ,T^ Rcarrier(2)

the defining conditions for coherent FSK 

fi = Kfg K = integer

f -

f2 = Dfg D = integer

f -5.f2 T

D K

shown in a manner analogous to that of Equation 3.41 through

Equation 3.47 that the last two integrals of Equation 5.53 are equal to 

zero. Substitution of Equation 5.55 and Equation 5.57 into Equation 5.53 

yields

______ _____ V2
(5.58) FSKC {tl’T) = T Rcarrier(D(T) + ~4“~ Rcarrierd)(T)*

V2 Rn/T)
| V Q / \ | III Q / \

4 carrier ur' 4 carrier^)

A comparison of Equation 5.58 and Equation 5.28 will show that the 

time averaged autocorrelation function for coherent FSK is equal to the 

autocorrelation function for non-coherent FSK.

(5.59) RFSKC^1,T^ = RFSKn(t)

and

(5.56)

(5.57)

Utilizing

and

where

It can be



Power Spectral Density
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The coherent FSK autocorrelation function. Equation 5.51, can be 

written as

cos(a)2ti+02c) cos(a)1t1+0ic)cos wjT - sin(co1t1+0lc)sin 0)^

V2 n4. J[__ D
4 carrie r(2)

^-R ff a +1r'
4 Kcarrier(i)lT1,Tj 4 kFSKC(5.60) Rfskc

+ COS(u)1t1+0 ) COs(a)2t1+0 )cos io2t - sin(a)2t1+0 )sin 0)2t } 
1 V £ U Z. v*  JI

with a corresponding Fourier transform FpSKC(t! ,co), which can be inter

preted as a time varying power spectral density S^^Ctj.w).

(5.61) SFS|<c(t1,a)) = scam-er(1)(ti»^) + | SpsKC^1*̂  + T Scarrier(2)

4 RFSKc(tl,T) + A2 4 " 4 Rn/T)

+ 4 ^FSKC^1,(i)^ + 4 ^®5(w2ti+02(,)cos(w|t^+o^c)

! V2 f cos WiT e'Ja)T di - f Rm(T) cos e-Ja)T dT 
•* — 00 •/— 00

A2 ( f00- cos(w2t1+02C)sin(w1t1+©lc) V2 J sin e"3^ dT

■ I Rm(T)s1n “iT e"JuiT dT + V cos(a)1t1+0 JcosC^tj+o ) 
J-00 ) iC 2C

V2 f cos o)2t e“Ja)T dT - f Rm(T)cos o)2t e~Ja)T dJ
•'—00 •'—00 )

A2 ( Z* 00
- cos(w1t1+0lc)sin(a)2t1+02C) jV2 I sin u)2t e"Ja)T dT

- J Rm(T)sin oj2t e"JU)T dx
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The first term of Equation 5.61 is the Fourier transform of the 

autocorrelation of carrier number one, Rcarr-jer(i)^tl’

(5.62)
Scarrier(i)^tl,a)^ Rcarrier(i)^tl,T^ e ' dx

(5.63) s • /x(t1,to) = f A2COs(a)1t1+01„)cos}u)1(t1+T)*6 lc|e"Ja)TdT carner(i)' 1 ic (

Noting Equation 4.39 and its results Equation 4.44

(5.64) ^carrier(i)^1 ,a)^ A2 IT
2

6(a)+a)i) + 6(u)-a>i) 1 + COS 2(a)1t1+6lc

Similarly

(5.65)

- j Sin 2(a)^ti+0ic) 6(<d+u)i) - 6(a>—a>i)

^carrier (z)^1 A2 IT
2

6 (a)+a)2) + 6(a)-a)2) 1 + COS 2(a)2t1+02C)

- J sin 2(u)2t1+02C) 5(01+0)2) - 6(o)-o)2)

S'fskc^1^) and Sp^QUt,oj) can be evaluated by recognizing that 

the Fourier transform of the product of two autocorrelation functions is 

equivalent to the convolution of the corresponding power spectra.

(5.66) ^FSKC^1,tn^ " ^m^w^  ^carrier(i)^1 ,a)^*

(5.67) SpsKC^1’1^ " ^m^^  ^carrier(z)^1 ,a)^*

(5.68) ^FSKC^1,UJ^ = J ^m^“o^ ^carrier(i)^1 ,a) wo^ da)o
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2

1C

(5.69) SpSKC

j sin

/a)T\
V2T

/%!’
- \ 4 ,

!6(u)+a)i-a)0)+6(a)-a)1-a)0

u)-a)i-ujq ) daiQ

(6.70) Sp^Cti.u)) =

Similarly

. A2V27rT
J 2 sin 2(a)1t1+0lc)

(6.71) SpSKC(tlsa)) = {1 + COS 2 (a)2ti+02C)}

- J —2------sin 2(a)2t1+02c)
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The other terms of Equation 5.61 can be evaluated utilizing the fact that 

the Fourier transform of the product of two functions is equivalent to 

the convolution of the individual power spectra. Using Equation 3.14

e Ja)T dj - Sm(a)) * IT 6 ( U)-UJ 1 )+ 6 ( oj+o) 1 )(5.72) jT Rm(T)cos

(5.73) J Rm(T)cos -ja)T 
o)it e

(5.74) J Rm(T)cos - ja)T 
o)it e

and

COS u)it ITe’j“T dT =

COS 0)2T

Utilizing Equation 3.59 in a like manner

(5.78) J Rm(T)sin a)1T e_J'UT dT= -jV2-nT
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in'+ sin4 4

(u)+a)i )T

44

it 6(aj+a)i) - 6(a)-a)i)di =

it 6(a)+a)2) ~ 6(a)-a)2)di =

Equation 5.61 yields the time varying powerSubstitution into

spectral density for coherent FSK.

even function of t.

gCw+wi) + 6(a)-ioi)

8

in1*

(a)+a)l )T

4 4

2
(a)+a) i) T

4 4

Sto)-*-^) <S(u)-0)2) 1 + COS 2(o)2t1+O2C)

1 + cos(5.82) SpSKC

sin o)2t e"JU)T

sin o)!t e"j“T

Rm(x)sin o)!t e"Ja,T

The imaginary components appear because RpsKc^i* 1) 15 not an

4
2

4___
T 12

sin4

. A2y2ir .
- J g sin

4__
2

A2V27r
8

+ A2V2tt
8

sin4

a2 u2 „
j —Sin 2(o)iti+0 )’6(O)4-O)1) - 6(o)-0)1)

1 v

- j —V8— sin 2(o)iti+01 ) 
o 1 c

(O)4-o)i )T

4~~
2

I (o)+o)i)T
I sin 

di = -jV2-rrT<-----

(o>-o)i )T

4

(o)-o)! )T 
sin4

| | (0)4-0)! )T
+ jl + COS 2(o)iti4-0 )
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A2V2ttT .n )1+COS 2(0)211 + 0 ) 
o I ,L 2C

. A2V^T c. 9, + n x 
j g sin 2(o)2ti+02^)

+ 6(a)+a)i)cos(a)2t1+02c) costaiiti+e^)
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Time Averaged Power Spectral Density

It should be observed that the expression for the time varying 

power spectral density of coherent FSK (Equation 5.82) when time averaged 

with respect to tj reduces (in a manner analogous to that of Equation

3.69 through Equation 3.74, the terms which are a function of tx average

to zero) to the expression for the power spectral density of non-coherent

FSK.

(5.83)

si n 44+
( u)+co 1 ) T 2

44

+

(oj+o)2)T

44 +
(cO-(jO2)T 2(a)+a)2)T 2

44

Equation 5.83 and Equation 5.37 shows that indeedcomparison ofA

the time varying power spectral density for coherentaverage ofthe time

power spectral density for non-coherent FSK.FSK is equal to the

SFSKC^tl’a)^

A2V27T
8

A2V2tt
8

(oj+cox )T 
sin4A2V2ttT

8

(a)-a)2)T 
sin4A2v2^T *sln4

8

(5.79) SpSKC^ ,4)"^ ^FSKN^W^



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I GENERAL

A general discussion of pulse modulation techniques was developed, 

leading to the introduction of PCM coding. The ability to time multiplex 

many channels of information over a single transmission link was given 

as one of the most important characteristics of pulse modulation. Some 

general information concerning sampling and sampling rates was introduced. 

PCM was then defined, with an explanation of "quantizing", "quantization 

noise", and "encoding1. The decided advantage of only having to discern 

which of two possible voltage levels was transmitted, for a binary PCM 

code was discussed. Split-phase coding was introduced as one technique 

used in binary encoding. It was noted that the higher transition density 

of split-phase codes usually allows more efficient synchronization to be 

maintained at the receiver.

Ensemble averages and ensemble average autocorrelation functions 

are introduced. The ensemble average and ensemble average autocorrelation 

functions for a random PCM split-phase code are presented in Equation 2.3 

and Equation 2.10. The definitions of "stationary" and "ergodic" random 

variables were presented. The power spectral density function is defined 

and the power spectral density function for a random PCM split-phase code 

is presented in Equation 2.14.
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It was observed that the autocorrelation and power spectral 

density functions were time varying for coherent ASK, PSK, and FSK where 

modulated by a random PCM split-phase code. The fact that these functions 

are time varying implies non-stationary. For coherent ASK, PSK, and FSK 

where the modulation was a random PCM split-phase code, the time varying 

autocorrelation and power spectral density functions when time averaged 

reduced to the corresponding non-coherent autocorrelation and power 

spectral density functions.

II AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYING

The ASK case with coherent or non-coherent split-phase code 

modulation was discussed in Chapter III. The autocorrelation and power 

spectral density functions were found for both coherent and non-coherent 

split-phase code modulation. It was observed in Equation 3.22 and 

Equation 3.66 that maximum sideband power occurs when eV equals one 

(BV = 1), corresponding to "on - off" keying of the carrier.

Non-Coherent Modulation

It was observed that the condition for non-coherent modulation of 

the carrier by the split-phase code was that the carrier frequency not 

be an integral multiple of the split-phase code bit rate (f f K fg, 

K = integer). This condition for non-coherent modulation required that 

the initial phase of the carrier be considered a random variable uniformly 

distributed between zero and 2tt, (e = e^, = random variable uniformly

distributed between 0 and 2tt). Non-coherent ASK with split-phase code
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modulation is represented pictorially by Figure 4. The autocorrelation 

function for non-coherent ASK with split-phase code modulation is 

expressed in Equation 3.8. It should be observed that the autocorrelation 

function consists of the sum of the carrier autocorrelation function and 

a term resulting from the product of the split-phase code autocorrelation 

function and the carrier autocorrelation function. The power spectral 

density for this case,expressed in Equation 3.22 and pictorially repre

sented by Figure 5 was shown to consist of discrete carrier components 

and sidebands resulting from the split-phase spectrum being translated 

to appear about plus and minus the carrier frequency.

Coherent Modulation

It was observed that the condition for coherent modulation of the 

carrier by the split-phase code was that the carrier frequency be an 

integral multiple of the split-phase code bit rate (f = K fB, K = integer). 

This condition for coherent modulation required that the initial phase of 

the carrier be a constant (o = ec = constant). It was observed from 

Figure 6 that the minimum system bandwidth requirement occurs when ©c 

equals zero (©c = 0) or some integral multiple of n (ec = Kir, K = integer), 

for these conditions no instantaneous amplitude change is required when 

a transition occurs in the split-phase code. The system bandwidth re

quirement increases with increased ©c from the minimum bandwidth conditions 

to a maximum when ©c equals an odd integral multiple of (©c = Q , 

Q = odd integer), where the maximum possible instantaneous amplitude 

change is required.
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The time varying autocorrelation function is expressed in Equation 

3.37 and consist of the sum of a time varying carrier autocorrelation 

function and a term composed of the product of the split-phase autocor

relation function and the time varying carrier autocorrelation function. 

It was then shown that the time varying autocorrelation function for 

coherent ASK with split-phase code modulation when time averaged reduced 

to the autocorrelation function for non-coherent ASK with split-phase code 

modulation, Equation 3.51.

The time varying power spectral density for coherent ASK with 

split-phase modulation is expressed in Equation 3.67. As observed from 

Equation 3.66 the power spectral density consists of discrete time vary

ing carrier components, and time varying sidebands resulting from the 

split-phase code being translated to appear about plus and minus the 

carrier frequency. It should be observed that the expression for the 

time varying power spectral density of coherent ASK modulated by a split

phase code when time averaged reduced to the expression for the power 

spectral density of non-coherent ASK modulated by a split-phase code. 

Equation 3.74.

Ill PHASE SHIFT KEYING

The PSK case with coherent or non-coherent split-phase code 

modulation was discussed in Chapter IV. The autocorrelation and power 

spectral density functions were found for both coherent and non-coherent 

split-phase modulation. It was observed from Equation 4.16 and Equation 

4.49 that as the sideband power was maximized the carrier components
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tend to vanish, and indeed at gV = Q p Q = odd integer, the carrier 

does vanish.

Non-Coherent Modulation

It was observed that the condition for non-coherent modulation 

of the carrier by the split-phase code was that the carrier frequency 

not be an integral multiple of the split-phase code bit rate (f + K fg, 

K = integer). This condition for non-coherent modulation required that 

the initial phase of the carrier be considered a random variable 

uniformly distributed between zero and 2ir, (0 = e^, = random variable

uniformly distributed between 0 and 2tt) . Non-coherent PSK with split

phase code modulation is represented pictorially by Figure 7. The 

autocorrelation function for non-coherent PSK with split-phase code 

modulation is expressed in Equation 4.9. It should be observed that 

the autocorrelation function consists of the sum of the carrier auto

correlation function and a term resulting from the product of the split

phase code autocorrelation function and the carrier autocorrelation 

function. The power-spectral density for this case expressed in Equation 

4.16 and pictorially represented by Figure 8 was shown to generally 

consist of discrete carrier components and sidebands resulting from the 

split-phase spectrum being translated to appear about plus and minus 

the carrier frequency.
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It was observed that the condition for coherent modulation of the 

carrier by the split-phase code was that the carrier frequency be an 

integral multiple of the split-phase code bit rate (fc = K f^, K = integer). 

This condition for coherent modulation required that the initial phase 

of the carrier be a constant (s = (-)c = constant). It was observed from 

Figure 9 that the minimum system bandwidth requirement occurs when ©c 

equals zero (©c = 0) or some integral multiple of it (©c = Kit, K = integer), 

for these conditions no instantaneous amplitude change is required when 

a transition occurs in the split-phase code. The system bandwidth 

requirement increases with increased ec from the minimum bandwidth 

conditions to a maximum when ec equals an odd integral multiple of 

(6c = Q p = oc*c* integer), where the maximum possible instantaneous 

amplitude change is required.

The time varying autocorrelation function is expressed in Equation 

4.24 and consist of the sum of a time varying carrier autocorrelation 

function and a term composed of the product of the split-phase auto

correlation function and the time varying carrier autocorrelation 

function. It was then shown that the time varying autocorrelation 

function for coherent PSK with split-phase code modulation when time 

averaged reduced to the autocorrelation function for non-coherent 

PSK with split-phase code modulation. Equation 4.31.
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The time varying power spectral density for coherent PSK with 

split-phase modulation is expressed in Equation 4.49. As observed from 

Equation 4.49 the power spectral density consists of discrete time vary

ing carrier components, and time varying sidebands resulting from the 

split-phase code being translated to appear about plus and minus the 

carrier frequency. It should be observed that the expression for the 

time varying power spectral density of coherent PSK modulated by a split

phase code when time averaged reduced to the expression for the power 

spectral density of non-coherent PSK modulated by a split-phase code. 

Equation 4.54.

IV FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING

The FSK case with coherent or non-coherent split-phase code 

modulation was discussed in Chapter V. The autocorrelation and power 

spectral density functions were found for both coherent and non-coherent 

split-phase code modulation. A technique for generating a Frequency- 

Shift-Keyed signal was introduced and pictorially represented by Figure 10. 

This technique transforms the split-phase code modulation signal and its 

inverse into unipolar signals and uses the resulting orthogonal signals 

to gate two oscillators of different frequencies.

Non-Coherent Modulation

It was observed that the conditions for non-coherent FSK with 

split-phase code modulation were that the two carrier frequencies be 

different and that they not be integral multiples of the bit rate
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(fi + K fg, K = integer; f2 + D fg, D = integer; D + K). These 

relationships between the two oscillator frequencies and the split

phase code bit rate require that the initial phase angles of the two 

oscillators (ox and 92) be considered as random variables, uniformly 

distributed between the 0 and 2-k. Figure 11 pictorially represents 

non-coherent FSK with split-phase code modulation. The autocorrelation 

function for non-coherent FSK modulated by a split-phase code is 

represented by Equation 5.28. The power spectral density for non

coherent FSK with split-phase code modulation is presented in Equation 

5.37, and pictorially represented by Figure 12. It should be observed 

that the spectral density consists of discrete carrier components and 

sidebands resulting from translation of the split-phase spectrum about 

plus and minus the two carrier frequencies. The similarity between 

non-coherent FSK and non-coherent ASK should be observed. Intuitively 

this similarity results from the fact that non-coherent FSK was shown 

to be the sum of two "on - off" keyed carriers of different frequency.

Coherent Modulation

It was observed that the conditions for coherent FSK with split

phase modulation were that the carriers be of different frequencies but 

integral multiples of the split-phase code bit rate (fx = K fg, K = intege 

f2 = D fg, D = integer; DH). These conditions for coherent FSK 

require the initial phase of the two oscillators to be constant 

(Gx = 0 = constant, 02 = 02c = constant). It should be observed from

Figure 13 that the minimum system bandwidth requirement occurs when the 

initial phase angles 01C and 02C are equal to zero or some integral
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multiple of n. The system bandwidth requirement increases as either

0ic or 02C "’ncreases toward an odd integral multiple of and reaches 

a maximum when ©lc and o2c are odd multiples of and opposite in sign, 

for example 0 = y, 0 = .

The time varying autocorrelation function for coherent FSK with 

split-phase modulation is expressed in Equation 5.51. It was then shown 

that the time varying autocorrelation function for coherent FSK with 

split-phase modulation when time averaged reduced to the autocorrelation 

function for non-coherent FSK modulated with a split-phase code. 

Equation 5.59. The time varying power spectral density for the coherent 

FSK case is expressed by Equation 5.82. It should be observed that the 

expression for the time varying power spectral density for the coherent 

FSK when time averaged reduced to the expression for the power spectral 

density for the non-coherent FSK case.
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